POWER OF PERCEPTION

U.S. Travelers Heading South of the Border
Despite “Fake News”
YesToMexico surveyed 213 U.S. travel agents and industry professionals about
the impact sensationalized reports are having on Mexico.

Politics Matter

93%

said immigration / border
security stories have
negatively impacted
Mexico’s reputation

Speaking
of reputation...
these reports plus ‘clickbait’ headlines
weigh on travelers’ decisions

95%

believe Americans are
hesitant in some way to
book a vacation to Mexico

vs

And what does a
Level 2 U.S. State
Department
mean anyway?

62%

say these same travelers are
not hesitant to visit other
Level 2 destinations like
France, Italy or the UK

94%

believe most travelers
don’t understand
what a Level 2 Travel
Advisory means

Apparently, nobody knows…

So, when confronted with
someone who wants hard data
on why they should actually visit Mexico

94%

of visitors reports their
travel experience
exceeded
expectations1

#1

Mexico is the No. 1
destination for tourists
from the U.S.3

#3

Mexico was ranked the
3rd most welcoming
country in 20182

YesToMexico.org
1. Mexico Board of Tourism Presentation for Travel Weekly, 2. InterNations, 3. Forbes
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